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Why all student papers 

should follow Open Science 

principles –

and be published openly!

A position paper from a student
perspective on how Open Science can
become the default for student papers
(term papers, bachelor / master theses)

Research-based Learning
Universities should rethink curricula to
strengthen learning how knowledge and
consensus is created in research and translated
into society.

A multilevel approach on all organizational and
individual levels within the universities should
be taken to strengthen openness in education.
In a step-by-step process, structures should be
extended to move Open Science into the
center of university education.

Living Open Science
All – including student – researchers must
receive the technological, financial and
personnel resources to follow Open Science
standards.

All exemplary projects following Open Science
standards should be highlighted and promoted
– raising more visibility for Open Science.
We urgently need a new benchmark for
scientific work – making Open Science
worthwhile for lecturers, students and
universities and creating more appreciation for
it.

A new platform for student
research
The platform should host review-courses to
enable students to learn constructive-critical
evaluation of scientific work.
It should support a standard workflow for
publication of student papers, including the
preregistration of an exposé, the publication
of preprints and the enabling of student peer-
review.

Student research is an important contribution
to science – if it is visible! Therefore – after
review – all student research should be made
openly accessible in a (final) publication.
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Open Research by Default

Bringing Open Science to the Heart of Scientific 
Education

Berlin Exchange Medicine (BEM)

is the first student journal for the health- and
lifesciences in the German speaking world. We are a
diverse team of students from many different
disciplines wanting to shape the future of science
and publishing. As part of Berlin Exchange, an
interdisciplinary group of student run journals
funded by the Berlin University Alliance, we do not
just want to enable students to publish their
research, but also give them a chance to learn to
peer-review!

Open Science is not a new concept anymore!
Yet, we are not seeing widespread adaption in the
scientific community. We are convinced, to make Open
Science the true standard for scientific research, a
change of perspective is needed, and we need to build

an Open Science environment „from the bottom to
the top“!

We have identified three core domains, through which
the necessary changes should be introduced into
curricula. Those are strengthening research-based
learning, living open science in all university domains
and creating a platform to share and exchange student
research.

We believe these ideas are universally applicable for all
universities with a strong research focus, but we
consider the Berlin University Alliance to be in a
unique position to pave the way and become a role
model within the Open-Science movement.

In accordance with the vision behind the Berlin
University Alliance, these ideas can be implemented on
multiple levels at the same time. Not all of the
suggested changes will be easy or without controversy,
but by translating Open Science principles into
concrete changes in curricula, the Berlin University
Alliance can not just shape the experiences of future
researchers, but also how a knowledge- and research-
based society tackles the challenges of the future.

Our core demands:

Read the current version, 
discuss and comment
openscience@berlinexchange.de


